
2 Understanding  Birds 
MOST CHILDREN, as soon as they are old enough to take an interest in their 

surroundings, delight in birds. A bundle of feathers with bright eyes and a perky air of 
self-confidence is an appealing figure whether trilling on a summer day or seeking food 
in wintry gales. As the child matures, he looks more inquiringly at the graceful songster 
with which he has become familiar, and one day may startle you with the question: 

"What makes a bird a bird?" 

Taken off guard you might answer: "A bird has feathers and wings and is able to 
fly." 

But there you stop in confusion. Some birds, such as the ostrich and penguin, do 
not fly! A fuller explanation will take this into account. Birds are warm-blooded, 
feathered, egg-laying animals that have backbone and wings, although the wings do not 
necessarily serve as flying aids. Naturally, you will have to expand this description to 
make it clear to a child-but it will fit the tiny, speedy hummingbird, the earth-bound 
ostrich, the majestic eagle, the comical puffin. It will fit the feathered creatures of 
woodlands, prairies, oceanic islands, high mountain slopes, lakes, deserts, jungles and 
barnyards. It will stand up under such a challenge as I had from a three-year-old: 

"But, Mommy, you called the chicken a bird. It's a chicken!" 

By strongly emphasizing feathers I finally persuaded her that even the stalwart 
barnyard fowl deserves to be ranked with the birds. Feathers are about the only feature 
which birds do not share with any other kind of animal. 

 
Feathers for Clothes 
Bird plumage is often so beautiful that we are likely to overlook its practical value. 

What clothes are to people, feathers are to birds: undergarments, overcoat and raincoat 
all in one. 



Watch a chicken caught in a rainstorm and you will have a perfect illustration of 
the "raincoat." The chicken droops its wings and tail, making the best possible use of the 
feathers-for rain flows off them as it does from your slicker. Examine one of the feathers 
and you will find it has three distinctive parts: the quill (or central stem) ; the barbs 
attached to the major part of the quill; and a soft fluff. This fluff, snuggling against the 
body at the base of the quill, plays the part of warm underclothing. 

Why Protective Coloring Is Important 
Feathers often serve birds as camouflage. We quickly recognize this in many 

wild birds. The value of protective coloring in chickens is less obvious to us because we 
usually see them in a barnyard. Were a hen living in a state of nature, wandering in 
grassy fields with her chicks, her neutral color would blend with her surroundings. It is 
the rooster who is decorative, having lovely iridescent tail feathers and, sometimes, 
colorful neck plumage. 

Wild birds offer many convincing examples of the safety value of camouflage. 
The female Baltimore oriole, for example, is a dull orange-yellow while her mate is a 
brilliant combination of vivid orange, black, and white. Among the cardinals, the male is a 
rich red; the female's plumage is light brown with only the faintest tinge of red. The name 
"rose-breasted grosbeak" is appropriate for the male of this species, as he displays a 
deep rose patch on his white breast; but his mottled yellow-brown and white mate looks 
rather like an overgrown sparrow. 

In each case we see the same principle at work: The mother birds that must look 
after the eggs and babies do not attract notice. Meanwhile the arrestingly colored males 
can remain at a suitable distance from the nest, distracting the attention of squirrels or 
other possible enemies. 

 
You may notice an interesting phase of protective coloration in birds that are 

"molting." When the males of certain species lose their bright feathers after the mating 



season, they develop new ones of somber hues. By fall the male scarlet tanager is the 
same dull yellow green as his mate; both male and female bobolink become sparrow-like 
in appearance; and the bright yellow bodyfeathers of the goldfinch have given way to 
others of dull yellow brown. So garbed, the male birds are fairly inconspicuous until the 
time comes again for them to be gaily attractive to the females. 

New Feathers for Old 
If late summer happens to be the time that your boy or girl starts to show a more 

than casual interest in birds, the subject of molting makes the most dramatic theme to 
explore. Some species lose their worn and faded feathers in August, and by September 
have a completely new plumage. Among the exceptions to this schedule are waterfowl, 
which begin to molt in June. By September they have passed through two molts, during 
which they took on and discarded a dull plumage. 

Unless there is a definite change in a bird's coloration during molting, the process 
is not easy to observe, since the change is gradual. Starting with one certain feather-
usually this is the innermost primary wing feather-it continues over the wings until all are 
replaced. The feathers of some kinds of birds develop all over the body at the same 
time, while on others the development comes in patches. Ducks, grebes, loons and 
other swimming birds which do not depend on flight as their only means of locomotion, 
molt all feathers at the ends of the wings (the primaries) within a very short time. 

Feathers do not grow haphazardly over a bird's body, but are arranged in definite 
lines or patches (called "feather tracts") between which there are bare areas. However, 
the overlapping of feathers of the adjacent tracts keeps the skin completely covered in 
healthy birds. You may see a chicken looking "half-naked" as the result of arrested 
feather development. This never happens to wild birds unless they are diseased. 

Most birds molt only once a year, but the brilliantly colored males that have dull 
winter coats must change again to regain their beauty in the spring. Hence such birds as 
the scarlet tanager and the goldfinch undergo a spring (prenuptial) as well as fall 
(postnuptial) molt. The spring molt is usually not complete, however; the wing and tail 
feathers serve both plumages. 

Some birds change appearance between winter and spring without undergoing a 
second molt. They do so merely by "feather wear"; that is, the feather tips which have 
given the general tone to the winter plumage wear away and expose the bright colors of 
the breeding plumage. The robin is a notable example. His breast becomes redder as 
spring advances because the gray feather tips are wearing off. In other birds yellow, 
brown, and gray most frequently edge the feathers in winter plumage. As these colors 
disappear, black, brown, or red is revealed. 

Molting consumes energy. While it is growing a new set of feathers, a bird neither 
sings nor fights, staying in seclusion except when it must seek food. It is for this reason, 
rather than because of an early departure for southern climes, that you see few birds in 
late August and early September. As soon as the birds have completed their molting 
they regain their vitality and are ready to migrate or to face the rigors of a northern 
winter. 

The Versatile Beak 
The child who is always asking "Why?" will be fascinated by the endless variety 

of bird beaks. In almost every case, beak formation gives us the clue to a bird's eating 
habits, diet-and even its surroundings. The duck, for example, has a wide, flat bill that 



equips it for feeding on water insects and plants. After seizing food in its beak, the duck 
holds the food until the water strains out of the sievelike edges. Given the same 
conditions, the sharp, horny beak of the hen would be quite useless. The hen's beak 
resembles a pick rather than a scoop, and it strikes efficiently into the soil for insects or 
seeds. 

 
Another bird with a sharp, seed-eating beak is the sparrow. As for the 

woodpecker, its beak is virtually a chisel. You may spy one of these birds drilling for 
insects, or come upon the evidence where a woodpecker has left a series of holes in a 
tree trunk. 

These are but a few examples of the close relationship between the style of a 
bird's beak and the kind of food that it eats. Children will get the point at once if you tell 
them the delightful Aesop fable of the stork and the fox. The stork, having been served 
soup in a shallow dish by his host, a fox, gets his revenge by inviting the fox to dinner 
and serving it in a narrow-necked vessel down which its own long bill fits perfectly. 

Getting food for the adult and feeding the young are the two basic uses of the 
beak. But it has other important functions: It is a tool for gathering nesting material and 
digging nesting sites and it often serves as a weapon of attack or defense. It also 
enables many birds to do an effective job of preening and smoothing their plumage and 
keeping it clean. 

If the hen you watched during a storm could be observed after the rain stopped, 
you might see her using her beak to oil her feathers. There is an oil gland on her back, 
just at the base of the tail feathers. She presses the gland with her beak to force out oil; 
then she rubs the beak over the surface of her feathers and passes it through them. Now 
her "oilskin slicker" is ready for the next downpour. A number of other birds, including 
waterfowl, use this same oiling method. 

The parrot's curved bill is unique in construction and use, as it is a first-class 
climbing aid. The tipper mandible, or beak, is movable, being connected to the bird's 
skull by a hinge. When the parrot climbs, it uses this mandible as a hook to support its 
body while its feet find a new resting place. 

Feet Are Versatile Too 



Versatile as the beak is, the bird's feet are equally valuable tools. Wading birds, 
such as flamingoes and herons, have extremely long toes which distribute their weight 
and keep them from sinking into soft mud. Short-tailed birds-the murres, for example use 
the feet as rudders during flight. Diving birds, such as grebes, use their feet to propel 
them under water. 

Whenever you see a bird scratching for food, you are noticing another use for its 
feet. Birds of prey, such as eagles and hawks, seize their victims in their long, powerful 
talons. Many birds use their feet to gather and place nesting material; with other birds, 
the feet are fighting weapons. The parrot uses a foot to grasp and bring food to its 
mouth, much as we use a hand. So we see that a bird's feet serve many purposes aside 
from the most obvious one of supporting its body. 

 
Sharp Eyes and Ears 
Are the bright eyes of a bird as efficient as their alert and shining appearance 

leads you to believe? They really are: Birds are much more sharp-sighted than we are. 
Not only do birds 

have keen vision, but some of them are remarkably well adapted for seeing 
objects both far away and at close range. Thus a hawk flying so high that it would 
appear as a mere speck to us, may look down and see a rabbit or even a mouse on the 
ground! The hawk has two centers of vision, and as it swoops down from the heights, its 
vision shifts from one center to the other so that its eyes are adjusted for short-range 
work when it seizes its prey. 



Yet most birds, despite their sharp eyes, do not have bifocal vision like the hawk. 
One consequence is that they do not detect telephone and telegraph wires, and many 
birds are injured or killed every year by collision with such obstacles. 

Among birds there is quite a hit of variety in the color of the iris; it may be brown, 
gray, blue, yellow, white, pink, purple, green, and even red. The red-eyed vireo takes the 
first part of its name from this striking feature. The hen, which is ideal for bird study, has 
a yellow iris. It is equipped with an eyelid that shuts out vision, coming up from the 
bottom of the eye, however, rather than down from the top. It also has another kind of 
eyelid -a film that moves across the eye from the inside corner to the outer side. 

You may escape questioning about a bird's hearing ability because their ears are 
fairly well hidden. Then suddenly this very fact may be the basis for a query from your 
young observer: 

"How can that bird hear? I don't see any ears!" 

Except for the owls, which have noticeable "ear tufts," the ear of a bird is no more 
than a hole, rather well covered with feathers, on the side of its head. Yet a bird's 
hearing is just as remarkable as its sight-perhaps even more remarkable. Walking in a 
field or forest you may notice how the snapping of a small twig will startle and put to 
flight a bird that is a considerable distance away. And when you see a robin cocking its 
head and realize it is listening for an earthworm under the surface of the ground, you 
develop a well-deserved respect for birds' hearing. 

How Birds Fly 
"How do birds fly?" is a question that most children ask at some time. The child 

may accompany his query with a leap into the air, arms outstretched, and a faint hope 
that he too can "take off." 

 

BIRDS ARE BUILT FOR FLIGHT 
It helps your inquisitive child to understand the mechanics of flight if you point out 

that the bird's streamlined form is of great advantage in flying. Besides this, it has an 
extremely light structure: Its bones and the shafts of its feathers are hollow and, as is 
easily seen, the size of its wing is greater in proportion to its body than an arm is to the 
human body. 

You can then go on to compare the child's framework to the bone and feather 
structure of the bird, which has a bone corresponding to his upper arm and another to 
the bone between his elbow and wrist. Have the child extend his thumb upward, hold his 
first and second fingers in a horizontal position, and fold the other two into his palm-
somewhat as he would do in making a pretend-gun out of his hand. This will give him a 
rough comparison with the structure of a bird's wing. 

The bird has a winglet corresponding to the child's thumb, and a second and third 
digit similar to his extended fingers. These are sometimes extended upright, but may 
also be held horizontally. While the child's arm, hand, and fingers are covered only with 
skin, the bird has flight feathers also-one sheath on the "forearm," and another series on 
the "hand." The number of feathers varies in different birds. 

 FLIGHT TECHNIQUES 
There are four types of bird flight: flapping, gliding, static soaring, and dynamic 

soaring. In flapping flight the "arm" wings help to lift most large wings into the air, while 



the "hand" wings produce propulsion through the air. Speed or forward motion is gained 
with each downward stroke of the wings; lift is obtained on up-and-down strokes. In this 
up-and-down motion the wing tips move through a much greater arc than the wrists 
would. (In airplane flight lift and speed are produced by the propeller and the wings.) In 
small birds, such as the finch, the whole wing flaps as a unit, producing speed and lift at 
the same time. During the upstroke, the wing is folded. 

When a bird glides, it loses altitude to keep its forward-pushing motion. In static 
soaring, the bird takes advantage of up-air currents which offset the loss of altitude 
suffered during its gliding flight. For dynamic soaring a bird such as the albatross will use 
the force of the wind. Wind force increases with altitude; hence the bird, after 
descending most of the way, levels off with the slowing down of the wind near the 
surface of the water, and then ascends again, once more making use of the air currents. 

Birds use their wings differently depending on the kind of flight, such as 
horizontal, soaring, descending, gliding, hovering, taking off, and climbing. Various types 
of birds have wings of different shapes and proportions, and each employs each wing in 
the distinctive manner appropriate to it. 

An important feature of the bird's flying mechanism is a sinew with elastic 
qualities. On the downward thrust of the wing, the sinew holds the feathers in a tight 
overlapping position. When the wing comes up, the tension of the sinew relaxes and the 
feathers part and rotate. This allows air to flow between them as an aid in flight. 

It gives us pleasure to understand how birds fly, but all the analysis in the world 
cannot dim the initial thrill of seeing birds in flight. 

The Mystery of Migration 
There is no more fascinating way of arousing interest in flight than having your 

child catch a sight of migrating birds-perhaps a flight of geese in military formation, or a 
close-massed flock of grackles racing like a dark wind-blown cloud. Even after years of 
research and experiment, scientists speak of the "mystery" of bird migration, for they still 
do not completely understand it. Yet, puzzling as this semiannual pilgrimage of countless 
birds is, it is no more puzzling to me than the way in which my daughter took note of it 
before she reached her second birthday. On three different occasions we were having a 
late afternoon walk along streets brightening with rows of electric lights and alive with 
homebound traffic, when the little girl in the stroller looked up and pointed in great 
excitement: 

"Look, birdies[" 

And there they were-large flocks of them, high above the city's hubbub, traveling 
in steady and sure flight toward their winter destination. The wonderful instinct that 
keeps birds on their course in long-distance travel has been called a "sixth sense," and it 
seemed that a similar sense must have prompted this mite to take her eyes from the 
noise and excitement on the ground at exactly the right time to catch the nature news 
high in the sky. Now that she is older we have fun deliberately watching for the "birdies." 

Not all birds migrate. Some you will know as "permanent residents" in your 
neighborhood. The migratory birds that arrive in the spring and remain through the 
summer are "summer residents." Fall migrants that remain through the cold season are 
"winter residents." Other birds you may see only briefly as they pass through to nesting 
grounds or winter quarters. These you know as "transients." Migratory birds thus are 



different things to different people, for your summer residents are winter residents in 
other regions and your transients somewhere become winter and summer residents. 

A confusing fact about migration is that certain well-known migrators do not travel 
as far south, or north, as we think. According to popular belief, the robin, that noted 
herald of spring, winters in the warm comfort of the South. It is a bit disconcerting 
therefore, when taking a winter walk, to see a robin hunting food amid frozen 
surroundings, especially if the boy or girl with you asks: 

"Don't robins go south in winter?" 

The majority of them are reveling in southern sunshine. Many are along the Gulf 
coast, some are in Mexico, and enormous flocks are in Florida, feeding on holly and 
mistletoe berries. But a few elect to remain in northern climes with only the friendly ever-
greens to shield them. You may also see occasional members of other species, such as 
the bluebird, song sparrow, meadow lark, redwinged blackbird, and cedar waxwing, 
braving the northern winter. 

 
SKY LANES OF THE BIRDS 
Because the expressions "traveling north" or "flying south" are used repeatedly, 

children are apt to believe that the birds migrate unfailingly in these directions. However, 
this is not an accurate picture, as some fly southeast, others southwest. Certain species 



have followed fixed travel routes until they have become well-defined pathways, or sky 
lanes, for these birds. Some travel north by one route and return south by another, 
perhaps leading over an entirely different part of the country. Or else one route may be 
over land and the return route over water. The golden plover is an interesting example of 
these birds that have a "double migration route." In the spring it travels from South 
America to Labrador in as direct a line as possible, through the middle of the North 
American continent. In the fall it goes eastward to the Atlantic, and much of its return 
flight is over water. On this longer course it must fly 2,400 miles. 

FLYING HOURS 
There are also variations in the time of day for migratory flight. Some birds are on 

the wing by day, others by night, while still others are active day and night. Warblers, 
thrushes, and woodcocks are among the night fliers; geese, crows, swallows, robins, 
hummingbirds, blue jays, and bluebirds are a few of the daytime travelers. As for ducks, 
you may see them on the wing day or night. 

HOW FAST DO BIRDS FLY? 
Long ago, birds were credited with a speed that approaches the speed of a 

modern airplane. The theory was that most birds performed the greater part of their 
journey in one night! In recent times the speed of many birds has been "clocked" 
accurately with the aid of airplanes and motorcars. We now know that a hundred miles 
an hour is an exceptionally fast rate, achieved by only a few birds, such as certain swifts. 

In making their migratory flights most birds apparently move at a rate somewhere 
between twenty and fifty miles an hour. The great journeys made by some species are 
accomplished by the birds moving for long hours at a steady rate rather than by great 
bursts of speed over short distances. When we compare the speed of an individual bird 
with the time it takes a flock of that same species to complete its migratory journey, we 
realize that the birds do not fly continuously night after night or day after day. They may 
pause for extended rests or for favorable weather conditions. 

WHERE BIRDS MIGRATE 
In the autumn several familiar species of smaller birds go as far as Central and 

South America. Bobolinks, for instance, leave the fields and meadows of northern states 
traveling southward in leisurely fashion through the West Indies and along eastern 
Central America. Even when they reach the northern parts of South America they are 
not satisfied but continue until they come to the wide open plains and marshes of 
southern Brazil and northern Argentine. 

 

In contrast to these we have some birds that migrate for only short distances. 
The chickadee is one; the crow is another. Such birds may move southward from your 
community in the fall, only to be replaced by other chickadees or crows moving down 
from points farther north. Thus while you seem to have the same birds the year round, 
they are actually different individuals. 

We can sum up some of the puzzling aspects of bird migration by saying that in 
its simplest form, migration is merely a journey away from, and back to, a nesting 
ground, and apparently made without any relation to temperature. 

HOW TO KEEP A BIRD CALENDAR 



If you live in a region where the four seasons are clearly defined by sharp 
weather contrasts, the study of bird migrations will provide you with an especially 
enjoyable hobby. By keeping a bird calendar you can note the comings, the goings, and 
the passings through of different species. Your calendar can be quite simple: a large 
ruled sheet of paper, divided into four columns. Head the first column "Date," the second 
"Bird's Name," the third "Where Seen," the fourth "Time of Day." You may simply fill in 
information about birds that come near your home, but the record becomes far more 
lively when you widen the range of observation by means of bird walks. 

Some children enjoy such a project as an individual enterprise. Others are more 
stimulated if the calendar is a family affair with scope for friendly rivalry. Who will have 
the fun of recording the first robin of spring? Who will see a bluebird this year? Who will 
trace a song sparrow by its lilting melody or look for a hummingbird near its nest? 
Interest becomes keener when you keep calendars year after year, trying to better the 
record of observation with each new calendar. 

How to Be a Good Neighbor to the Birds 
There are a number of ways to bring wild birds close to your home where you 

may enjoy them and study them. One of the most effective overtures of friendship is to 
provide a birdbath. Songbirds as a rule seem to be attracted by water. Some of them 
even relish taking a bath when it is raining; but during hot dry spells when many natural 
sources of water dry up, your birdbath will serve a really essential purpose. 

 
There are also times when birds have trouble finding drinking water. The simplest 

way to provide a bath and drinking fountain is to set a shallow pan filled with water on 
the ground, on a post, or on a ledge. In placing the pan, keep in mind the danger from 
cats. These enemies must not have any nearby hiding place from which to launch a 
surprise attack against the birds. A birdbath of concrete comes near to being ideal 



because its dull surface blends well with the browns, greens, and grays that surround it, 
and its rough surface makes perching easy. 

FEEDING THE BIRDS IN WINTER 
You can also attract birds by building houses and shelters for them. But probably 

the greatest service you can render is to furnish winter food. Though completely self-
reliant in warm weather, the birds that remain north throughout the year are often 
desperate for food during the winter months. Birds have an exceptionally high body 
temperature, and so long as they have sufficient food to keep this temperature normal 
they do not suffer from the cold. But if a scarcity of food results in a lowering of the body 
temperature, the birds suffer severely and may even freeze to death. 

You can provide food for them in a number of ways. If you have a yard, simply 
trample down the snow at some suitable spot and sprinkle crumbs and seeds. Or else 
you may tie pieces of suet to trees or posts. A feeding tray fastened to a window makes 
a good, safe feeding station and also gives you a wonderful oppor tunity to watch birds 
at close quarters. You can even photograph them without much trouble. Cut a circular 
hole at the bottom of a board that fits into the window frame where your feeding tray is 
placed. When you wish to take pictures you can raise the window, insert the board 
barrier, and direct your camera through the hole. Birds will partake of your food offering 
without the least alarm as they let themselves be photographed. 

Feeding trays, moreover, have their uses beyond country or suburb. A 
businessman in Topeka, Kansas, who decided to put a tray of sunflower seeds at his 
office window sill, reported that the following day it was visited by a chickadee, a downy 
woodpecker, a junco, and a brown creeper. 

One other excellent type of feeding station is a covered platform attached to a 
post. The covering keeps the food dry and the elevation protects the birds while they are 
eating. There are many other efficient types of bird feeders that you can buy or make 
and place on porch, window sill, or around the yard. 

WHAT BIRDS FEED ON 
Insect-eating birds, such as chickadees and woodpeckers, welcome suet when 

their usual food is not available. Seed-eating birds are not greatly tempted by fat, but 
they thrive on stale bread, crackers and cake broken into crumbs, sunflower seeds, 
squash, and cracked corn. Nuts are a special treat to many birds, and a number of them 
are fond of peanut butter. It is worth while to remember the ground birds, such as 
pheasant, grouse, and quail, if they live near you. A spot by a hedge or a clump of trees 
makes a good feeding place for them. During a winter of extreme snow and sleet, you 
may help them to survive by supplying corn or other grains in a simple lean-to shelter. 

Birds as Songsters 
Spring is the time to enjoy the singing of birds, for it is during the nesting season 

that their choral symphony is in full swing. Most of the singing is instinctive and probably 
an attempt on the part of the male to intimidate other males. What makes this seem 
likely is that the males of some species reach their nesting grounds well ahead of their 
female audience. "Singing for fun" is characteristic of certain caged birds whose only 
companionship is that of human beings. Then there are species that have a second 
singing period after the postbreeding molt; but this lasts only a few days. 

A frequent question I have received in letters from children is: "Do birds sing 
when they are flying?" Unfortunately it is not possible to give the eager correspondents a 



simple yes-or-no answer. As a rule, singing usually takes a bird's undivided attention, but 
some birds-the bobolink, for one-do sing while flying as well as when perching. Other 
birds, besides singing from a perch, indulge in occasional songs of "ecstasy" as they 
bound into the air and seem about to burst with their hurried, twittering notes. The 
meadow lark and goldfinch are just two of the species which carry on in this delightful 
fashion. 

OTHER BIRD SOUNDS 
Aside from its song a bird can produce several other kinds of sounds. Some of 

these are very useful in the baby stage, as when the young greet their parents from the 
nest with what is unmistakably a hunger call. Some babies can follow the parent around 
shortly after hatching; the youngsters of these species make a peeping sound which 
prevents them from getting lost. As the bird matures, it develops a "vocabulary" of some 
variety. It has a call, especially useful during migration, which keeps it in touch with the 
rest of the group. It can also give a call of alarm and one of warning. 

While some birds have won a reputation as excellent songsters, others, such as 
the brown pelican, are noted for being virtually silent. Then there are birds that make 
sounds which take the place of song. An example is the ruffed grouse with his 
drumming. 

The male grouse produces his music by standing stiffly erect with his tail down 
and fanning the air with his wings. He may select a given location, say a log, for his 
performance, going to the same spot and facing in the same direction every time he 
drums. This habit reminds us of some songbirds that become greatly attached to favorite 
perches from which they sing. 

When you hear your child trilling happily at his play, you may tell yourself with 
some satisfaction that he is "singing like a bird." Strictly speaking, however, such a feat 
is impossible! The human voice is produced in the larynx. A bird's voice comes from a 
different structure called the syrinx, located at the base of the windpipe. (In Greek 
mythology, Syrinx was a nymph who was transformed into a tuft of reeds from which the 
god Pan made his pipes.) 

IDENTIFYING BIRDS BY THEIR SONG 
"What bird is that?" is a frequent question from youngsters who are becoming 

interested in identification. 

If you are able to recognize the songs of the birds, you are well on the way to the 
right answer. Some songs are as characteristic as the bird's physical appearance: The 
interested observer and listener soon recognizes such tunes as the conk-a-ree-e of the 
redwinged blackbird and the rollicking medley of the bobolink. The best time of the year 
to begin your study of bird songs is very early in spring, before migrants arriving in large 
numbers create a confusion of voices. The best time of day to listen is the morning or 
late afternoon. Concentrate at first on the songs of the more common, hence more 
familiar, birds of your region. This will make it easier for you to distinguish individual calls 
and melodies in the chorus that arises later on when the season is at its height. 

Certain birds make recognition quite simple for you by calling their own names-
for it was their calls that gave them their names to begin with! Among the better known 
of these are the bobolink, chickadee, phoebe, bobwhite, and whippoorwill. 

HOW TO RECORD BIRD SONGS 



While you may not be able to write out bird songs in musical notation, you should 
find it easy to jot down many songs in words or syllables. This is instructive-and amusing 
too, for naturally any two listeners may arrive at varying interpretations of the same 
song. Here are three versions, for example, of the song of the white-throated sparrow: 
Old Sam Peabody, Peabody, Peabody; or, Sow wheat Peverly, Peverly, Peverly; or, Oh 
Canada, Canada, Canada. 

Some interpretations have been published so often, however, that we may now 
consider them as standard. Thus the scarlet tanager is supposed to say chip-churr and 
the nuthatch ank, ank. Though the robin has a variety of sweet songs, its apt early morn-
ing serenade is wake-up, cheer-up, cheerily-up, wake-up. A cardinal may join in with a 
shrill whoit, whoit, whoit, whit, whit, whit, whit. As for the song sparrow, it suggests in a 
lyrical mood: maids, maids, put on your teakettle-ettle, ettle, ettle. Some songs are 
longer and have more variations; we write their lyrics in couplets. The interpretation of 
the brown thrasher's song is a good example: 

Shuck it, Shuck it; sow it, sow it; Plow it, Plow it; hoe it, hoe it! 

On occasion birds may vary their phrasing just enough to confuse us. However, 
an excellent way to become familiar with bird songs is through recordings. In many 
stores-and libraries as well -you can find such collections as "Bird Songs" and "More 
Bird Songs," both recorded by Albert R. Brand. 

To become a skillful imitator of songs and calls requires a great deal of practice. 
The chickadee is a good bird to imitate, as it is a particularly responsive bird. If you can 
get the chickadee to answer your imitation of its call, you will be sure of a fascinated and 
admiring audience in your child. 

How to Make Birds Feel at Home 
One of the most satisfying outlets for the energies of a young carpenter is 

building a bird house. As he uses his tools he gets a practical grasp of the essentials of 
construction work. Later on, if lie keeps an eye on the house after it is set up, he will 
learn a great deal about the habits of birds and their likes and dislikes. As he sees them 
in and about "his" house, he will experience a feeling of pride and protective tenderness. 

But remember that birds are often very "choosy," inspecting and passing up, or 
simply ignoring, an ideal-looking residence designed for them and nesting nearby in a 
hollow stump, post, or tree. To be a successful bird-house "proprietor" you need to be 
familiar with the habits and wants of the birds you wish to attract, and to make a building 
especially suitable for them. This certainly improves your prospects of attracting 
"tenants." You can still expect surprises, for birds like to do things their own way. One 
summer a neighbor of mine proudly drew my attention to wrens settling in a home he 
had built for them. The following year he sheepishly admitted that other wrens were 
using the house as a foundation. They were nesting on the roof! 

The Hobby of Nest Collecting 
In doing their own nest building, birds choose from a wide variety of materials. 

The chipping sparrow goes exploring for fine roots, the robin prefers mud and grass, the 
ovenbird fancies the spore stems of mosses, while the Baltimore oriole favors milkweed, 
bark, and long moss. If their favorite materials are not to be found, birds are ever 
resourceful in finding substitutes. My son's nature collection includes a chipping sparrow 
nest that is neatly lined with pig bristles! Orioles are noted for their fondness for yarn if 



any happens to be available. And there are many other examples of the ingenuity which 
birds lavish on their nests. 

Spring is the season for providing nesting places. To enjoy the hobby of 
collecting nests, you ought to wait until fall; for in this way you avoid removing a nest 
when there is still a chance that the birds may have a further use for it. 

Many birds are masters at the art of concealment, and you will need all your 
powers as a "nature detective" to find nests before most of the leaves have fallen. Some 
birds, such as the hummingbird, use a camouflage technique to protect their nests. 
Another favorite device, used by the warbler, for example, is to nest in thick foliage. Still 
another precaution, favored by some owls, is to build high in tall trees. 

When your child collects deserted nests for a home exhibit, he can give them 
quite an impressive setting with a few leafy twigs and a background taken from the 
original location of the nest. To complete the exhibit appropriately, add a label giving the 
species, time, and place of the collection. 

Baby Birds 
THE CHICKEN AND THE EGG 
The best-known bird's egg by far is that of the chicken. It is such a common sight 

on grocery shelf and breakfast table that it really requires an effort of imagination on a 
child's part to think of the egg in connection with bird life. 

Yet if, in this day of incubators, children could watch a hen with her brood, they 
would soon realize she is one of the best of bird mothers. When she takes her chicks 
into tall grass she clucks constantly so that they will not stray away from her. Finding a 
bit of food, she calls them quickly and they understand just what she means. Should a 
hawk appear overhead, she gives a warning cry which sends the chicks scurrying for 
cover. If a rat or other enemy threatens her brood, she will fight to the limit of her 
strength to protect the chicks. 

A newly hatched chick wears an odd little "bump" on the tip of its upper mandible, 
or beak. This is the "egg tooth" that the baby used as a pick to break its way through the 
eggshell. After the egg tooth has served its purpose the chick has no further use for it 
and it soon disappears. 

HOW MANY EGGS ARE LAID 
There is an almost endless variety in bird's eggs. There are big eggs and little 

eggs; white, colored, and spotted eggs; eggs that differ in shape and length of time 
required for incubation. And so you need considerable information to answer the simple 
question: "How many eggs does a bird lay?" 

We have no unconditional reply to this question. Each species has a usual 
number that makes up a full set; but differences will still crop up. Northern thrushes, for 
example, normally lay four eggs, while tropical thrushes lay only two or three. If a nest is 
robbed, the bird will often lay additional eggs to replace the stolen ones. There is an 
historic case of a brown woodpeckerknown as the flicker-laying seventy-one eggs in 
seventy-three days! 

Fantastic as this may sound, it points up the fact that constant nest-robbing has 
virtually turned domestic fowls into egg-laying machines. A domestic hen may lay more 
than two hundred eggs a season if they are promptly taken away, thus assuring 



"continuous performance." On the other hand, if the eggs are left in the nest to be 
incubated, her production will stop after fifteen or twenty eggs. 

The best you can do, then, in giving actual numbers of eggs that different birds 
have in a clutch, is to say that in a full set of eggs there may be as many as twenty or as 
few as one. 

THE SIZE OF EGGS 
"Which bird lays the biggest eggs?" and "Which lays the smallest?" are welcome 

questions because we have direct and definite answers to them. The ostrich, largest of 
birds, lays the largest eggs; the hummingbird, smallest of birds, lays the smallest eggs. 

However, it does not always follow that the larger bird lays the larger egg. A bird 
whose chicks come forth in a well-developed state, lays relatively larger eggs than a bird 
whose chicks are less well developed. 

Among the well-developed babies are those of our friend the chicken, the grouse, 
and the spotted sandpiper. When they hatch they are already covered with a soft down. 
Their eyes open immediately and in no time at all they can toddle about and follow their 
mother. Before long they learn to pick up and eat their own food. We term this kind of 
bird "precocial," a word related to "precocious." Birds that hatch in a more helpless state 
are naked or at best have a scant covering of down. They are blind at first and are 
dependent on their parents for at least a week-usually much longer. Such birds are 
known as "altricial," from the Latin word for "nourishers." 

"BABY SITTERS" 
The length of time needed for incubation varies with different species. The 

English sparrow takes twelve or thirteen days; the robin, thirteen or fourteen days; the 
fish hawk, about four weeks. In some families the duty of sitting on the eggs is shared by 
both parents; in others, it falls entirely to the lot of the mother. There is one curious 
family in which the eggs, once they have been laid by the female, become the sole 
responsibility of the male. He incubates the eggs unaided, though the mother stays 
nearby and shows continued interest in her family. These birds are the phalaropes, 
found in many parts of North America. 

BRINGING UP BABY 
Helpless baby birds require an extraordinary amount of care, and perhaps 

because it helps to build in themselves a sense of the security of parental care and 
affection, children greatly enjoy hearing about the devoted family life of birds. How proud 
the mother hen is of her chicks as she struts about the barnyard, clucking loudly to call 
attention to her brood! In the wilds, where danger constantly threatens, the mother bird's 
behavior may be quite the opposite-she does everything possible to make her brood 
inconspicuous. A grouse, sensing an intruder, will go to the extreme of chirping pitifully 
while thrashing along the ground as if hurt. This serves two purposes. Her cry warns the 
young to remain quiet or escape from the danger, and her movements divert attention 
from her little family. 

HOW BIRD BABIES ARE FED 
Bird babies have enormous appetites. Until they are able to take care of 

themselves, their parents must find and bring them food. The fledglings usually feed on 
insects, even though many of them will grow up to be seed-eaters. In species where the 
young are most helpless-the mourning dove, for example-the parent first swallows the 
food and then feeds it to them in partly digested form. That is why one of these birds, 



unlike so many other bird parents, is never seen flying back to the nest with food in its 
bill. 

Children occasionally have the good fortune to watch baby birds being fed. More 
often the children see pictures of the birds at feeding time, and they may notice that 
feeding techniques vary with different birds. The most common method is for the parent 
to push its bill down the baby's throat-a method that prevents any live insect from 
escaping. With pelicans and certain other species that regurgitate food, the process is 
reversed: The baby puts its head in its mother's throat pouch or takes food from her bill. 
The babies' need for water is satisfied by the moisture in their solid food. 

Parents often continue feeding the young after they have left the nest; but at this 
point the feeding methods are no longer so painstaking. The swallows are particularly 
interesting to observe at this stage of development. While in the nest, the young bird has 
food carefully placed down its throat. But once the fledgling is able to hop away from the 
nest, it must be on the alert with bill opened upward, for the parents merely drop food to 
it without pausing in their flight. When the young swallows start to fly, this catch-as-
catch-can feeding continues while the parents and the young birds as well are in full 
flight. 

Proper manners, as taught to our children, are out of place as far as baby birds 
are concerned. Usually the aggressive one that stretches its neck farthest and cries the 
loudest is the one that is fed-until another member of the family becomes more "grabby." 
However, the parent, with a kind of rough justice, usually looks into the youngster's 
mouth after each feeding; if a morsel has not been swallowed instantly, the older bird 
snatches it back and turns its attention to another baby. 

GETTING READY TO LEAVE THE NEST 
Some babies-those of chickens, for example-are covered with down and able to 

run about when newly hatched. The parents may keep them under their wings, 
"brooding" them over a period of five or six weeks. Other kinds of birds also "brood" 
while the babies are in the nest, but never after they have started to fly. Brooding 
protects the young ones from the cold-and from excessive heat as well, as it prevents 
their being overheated in a nest unprotected from the sun. 

As the baby birds develop feathers, their responsibilities grow. They preen their 
feathers and begin to exercise, concentrating on stretching their wings. Often they 
practice "taking off" before leaving the safety of the nest. 

Though birds fly by instinct, the first flight generally requires considerable 
parental coaxing. It may be no more than a flutter to a nearby limb or it may be, as in the 
case of swallows, a sustained and graceful performance. Song sparrows and others are 
ready to try their wings only a week after hatching, while the wandering albatross has to 
be forced out by its parents to make room for a new brood-nearly a year later. But 
whatever the amount of time involved, the youngsters have flourished on the solicitous 
care of their parents, and are now ready to face life on their own. 

 


